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Abstract
The article is aimed at solving a fundamental scientific problem – modeling linguistic consciousness of
Russian language and culture bearer and finding solutions to the problems of knowledge typology, their
scope, quality and methods of operating. The source of data for the scientific study is the artistic heritage
of the bilingual writer Chingiz Aytmatov. The study includes creation of an electronic Ethnoidioglossary
of the bilingual writer Chingiz Aytmatov, which will reveal to the Russian-speaking reader the author´s
ethnic language and cultural picture of the world, and will definitely ensure easier perception of the
distinguished Kyrgyz writer’s works and help to revive the interest in national literature in general. The
concept of this original lexicographic work was preceded by a scientific study of the language of Chingiz
Aytmatov´s works, the identification of ethnically specific lexical units in it, revealing the world of
Kyrgyz culture to Russian-speaking readers. These units were namrd ethnoidioglosses. To create an
electronic ethnoidioglossary of Chingiz Aitmatov, it is supposed to use instrumental lexicographical
informational software complex IDIOLEX. With its help, quantitative characteristics of textual data will
be obtained. The collection, initial processing and input of textual, graphical and multimedia materials
into the databases must be done in advance. The result of the project will be creation of a project site,
writing and publishing of academic articles within the project, presentation of research results at scientific
conferences.
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1.

Introduction
The relevance of the study results from the wide spread of multilingualism and intensification of

intercultural communication in today’s world, and also the need for more thorough study of these
phenomena.
The unique theoretical framework of the project is the interdisciplinary study of the language of
the bilingual writer who belonged to the Kyrgyz ethnic group, wrote his works mainly in Russian, and yet
described his native culture and Kyrgyz people. Such intricate intertwining of two languages and cultures
in Chingiz Aytmatov’s mind requires from the researchers to look for new methods of reconstruction and
description of the author’s linguistic view of the world at the intersection of several scientific disciplines
– linguistics, psycholinguistics, cognitive linguistics, ethnography and cultural studies (Philippovich,
Philippovich, Matveev, & Cherkasova, 2017; Philippovich, Chernysheva, Dubashev, & Chuprina, 2014).

2.

Problem Statement
The need to develop information technologies to process and present the results of linguistic

studies, formal description of complex linguistic phenomena, and how different ethnic groups and
cultures view the world.
Lack of modern informational and software tools for support and presentation of reconstruction
and no methodology to describe

ethnoidioglosses, which may be later used to create similar

ethnoidioglossaries of other bilingual writers who represent their national literatures (Cherkasova &
Philippovich, 2018; Cherkasova, Philippovich, & Philippovich 2017; Chulkina & Kasymalieva, 2016;
Osokina, 2013, 2014; Karaulov, 2008; Dale & Dale, 1965; Edmund, 1963).

3.

Research Questions
The main tasks of the study are:
- develop the information technology concept to create a gestalt-thesaurus – a hierarchical model

of linguistic consciousness of a culture bearer and a language speaker;
- develop a working methodology and information technology to creating ethnoidioglossaries of
bilingual writers based on the methodology of reconstruction and description of ethnoidioglosses;
- develop the IEELS architecture, databases, algorithms and computer programs which ensure the
information technology implementation;

4.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study is to develop an electronic Ethnoidioglossary of Chingiz Aytmatov –

Information and Software Instrumental Environment of Ethnolinguistic Studies (IEELS). This system
should provide inserting into databases textual, graphical (photo) and multimedia (audio, video) content.
One of the module have to consist of a set of software tools designed for automated processing of text
corpora.
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5.

Research Methods
The development of modern educational technologies which are constructed on the basis of

multimedia content in order to help younger generation of Russian-speaking readers, who are brought up
mainly in audio-visual culture to focus their attention on Chingiz Aytmatov’s works, in particular. Use of
modern computer technologies to create multimedia programs that perform scientific and educational
functions and contribute to strengthening the intercultural interaction of the CIS countries (Chulkina &
Kasymalieva, 2016; Chulkina, 2015a, 2015b; Kasymalieva, 2017a, 2017b).
Processing the textual data with the help of instrumental lexicographical informational software
complex IDIOLEX helps to get different quantitative characteristics (Dubashov & Philippovich, 2014;
Karaulov, 2014a, 2014b, 2014c, 2000).
Instrumental lexicographical informational and software complex IDIOLEX: a set of software
tools designed for automated processing of text corpora in order to create and maintain such lexicographic
units as word lists (simple and frequency), concordances (full and local), word indicators, terminological
indicators and etc. The software package will be a version of the WinDialex program adapted to create an
ethnoidioglossary.
Ethnoidioglossary: Ch. Aytmatov´s ethnoidioglosses database.
The etnoidioglossary will be supposed to contain more than 100 vocabulary entries and consist of
two parts:
the word list of ethnoidioglosses with a brief interpretation and illustrations from Chingiz
Aytmatov´s works. The structure of a vocabulary entry in the word list is mainly divided into two parts: a
mandatory part – a brief definition of an ethnoidiogloss and the required notes; an optional – the selection
of the number of meanings for the ethnoidiogloss in the author’s picture of the world of the writer with
illustrative material from Ch. Aytmatov´s works;
detailed commentary of the key ethnoidioglosses including explanations of the writer himself,
famous cultural scientists and ethnographers. This part of the Ethnoidioglossary consists of a detailed
commentary on the ethnocultural idioglosses. The aim of such a detailed commentary is to help ensure
that the text at all levels, from the semantics of the linguistic units in the text to the semantics of the text
as a whole, is understood. Commentary includes not only linguistic, linguistic-and-cultural but also
author´s, historical and cultural and ethnographic comments.
A vocabulary entry contains the following information about ethnoidiogloss:
1) Statistical characteristics. The frequency of the ethnoidiogloss, for example HORSE (445), is
given in parentheses at the lemma.
2) Meaning of the word. The main principle of meaning description is not interpretation but,
namely, an illustration of Ch. Aytmatov´s use of an ethnoidiogloss, and the selection of examples that
should reveal the meaning of it. The examples should demonstrate, if possible, the full range of the
word’s uses in a characterized meaning (for example, for fiction, to reflect the use of one or the other
word in both the author’s speech and the characters’ speech), as well as those augmentations or
simplifications of the meaning of the described lexical unit that characterize Ch. Aytmarov as a linguistic
personality.
3) Description of the ethnoidiogloss use as a part of proper nouns
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The vocabulary entry corpus includes cases of the most frequent ethnoidioglosses be a part of
proper nouns. Thus, for the ethnoidiogloss AMBLER in this area, there is a nickname of the ambler
Gulsara mentioned, in ethnoidiogloss MOUNTAINS – the name of Dolon, Tyan-Shyan, Suleiman
mountains and in the ethnoidiogloss WOMAN – the names of women Asel, Jamilya, Aliman, Tolgonay.
4) Description of the use of ethnoidioglosses as a part of proverbs and sayings
Proverbs and saying related to the ethnoidiogloss are referred to.
5) The symbolic use of ethnoidiogloss
For ethnoidiogloss of a symbolic nature, concrete examples of these symbolic meanings are
referred to.
6) Text associative field of an ethnoidiogloss
The frequently used words from the illustrative examples of Ch. Aytmatov’s works indicating their
frequency of occurrence are referred to. For example, the basic ethnoidiogloss WOMAN in Ch.
Aytmatov’s fiction works forms around itself an associative text field: mother (293), daughter-in-law
(262), yurt (53), work (50), bread (40), field (34), milk (27), harvest (21), to work (15), horse (15),
foreman (13), headscarf (10), koumiss (8), family home (4), fire (4), foreman’s (3), small courtyard (3),
household (2), grub hoe (2), pressed dung coals, baibiche, wealth, mistress, preserver of the family hearth,
koshma, bostek.
7) List of conditional abbreviations of titles of the texts
Conditional abbreviations of titles of the texts are referred to.

6.

Findings
Electronic Ethnoidioglossary of the bilingual writer Chingiz Aytmatov represents a unique

knowledge-intensive lexicographic product. The ethnoidioglossary will supplement the scientific tools of
researchers of the Russian language, the history of culture of the Kyrgyz ethnic group, and intercultural
relations. An ethnoidioglossary will be an educational technology instrument for teaching Russian both as
a native and as a foreign language.
The instrumental lexicographic information and software complex IDIOLEX and the way it is
used is the main component of the information technology that implements the methodology of
reconstruction and description of ethnoidioglosses in order to create ethnoidioglosses of bilingual writers.
Information technology will significantly improve the effectiveness of ethnolinguistic research and
development by automating the processing of texts to form word lists, word indicators and concordances.
The complex may be used in educational technologies in the fields of computer science, computer
engineering and applied linguistics for students who study methods of computational linguistics,
automated text processing and analysis, retrieval of information, and machine translation.
Chingiz Aytmatov´s Multimedia Biobibliographic Reference Dictionary will not only provide
traditional information about the writer´s biography, bibliography and filmography, general and personal
word lists, indexes and concordances, but also will contain a contextual information retrieval system on
Chingiz Aytmatov’s works, online on the internet. The biobibliographic reference dictionary of such
structure and functionality is going to be a unique technical solution, it will be created for the first time
and will become an important information source for scientists who study Russian language. The
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biobibliographic reference dictionary can be used in educational technologies in teaching disciplines of
the humanitarian cycle.
Information and Software Instrumental Environment of Ethnolinguistic Studies (IEELS), focused
on the works of the Soviet and Kyrgyz writer Chingiz Aytmatov, is one of the “platforms” for the
international scientific collaboration of scientists who study the Russian language.

7.

Conclusion
Information technology of a gestalt-thesaurus creation is a hierarchical model of the linguistic

consciousness of a language and culture bearer, which is developed on the basis of methodology of
reconstruction and description of the ethnoidioglosses of bilingual writers’ pictures of the world.
Unprecedented unique electronic information resource on the works of the distinguished bilingual
writer Chingiz Aytmatov, representing the writer´s linguistic picture of the world in the form of an
ethnoidioglossary, will be created and introduced into scientific community.
For the major pieces of fiction by Chingiz Aytmatov, a reference framework has already been
created. This framework contains lists of word frequency count, indicators (indexes) and concordances.
Information referral system works with Chingiz Aytmatov´s multimedia Biobibliographic dictionary.
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